From: Afep Europe <europe@afep.com>
Sent: mercredi 10 mars 2021 20:21
To: CAB DOMBROVSKIS CONTACT
Cc: BELTRAMELLO Andrea (CAB-DOMBROVSKIS); FREIMANIS Gints (CAB-DOMBROVSKIS)
Subject: Letter to Executive Vice-President Dombrovskis – French Association of Large Companies (AFEP)

Dear Mr Dombrovskis,

On behalf of AFEP (the French Association of Large Companies), which brings together more than 110 of the largest companies operating in France, you will find attached a letter from our Art.4(1) regarding the publication of our study on trade and climate change, which provides a comparative and quantitative analysis of the impacts of the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) and other trade policy tools.

Our Art.4(1)(b) would be honoured to discuss this fundamental issue with you, as well as, sustainable finance, Capital Market Union and the new trade policy strategy.

Please do not hesitate to contact us should you require additional information.

Yours sincerely,

French Association of Large Companies / Association française des entreprises privées
11, av. Delcassé - 75008 Paris Rue Belliard, 4-6/1 - 1040 Brussels
Tel. +33 Tel. +32

Assistant Art.4(1)(b) +33 Art.4(1)(b)
Art.4(1)(b) @afep.com